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Contribution of Ref-NECP?
Policy relevant but not policy prescriptive (IPCC)
 information about the necessary emission reduction path (1.5°C Paris-Goal)
 illustration of possible climate protection pathways (for Paris Goal)
 list of indispensible basic measures
 detailed catalogue of effective measures
• How do they work?
• How can they be implemented?
• If possible: estimate of effectiveness (ranges)
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What does the Austrian Ref-NECP not do?
• Specific formulation of sub-goals and related measures
• Society and politicians need to decide on calibration and implementation
of specific measures
 accounting for different value judgements
• We do not claim completeness
 limited time and resources
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Goals of the Austrian Ref-NECP
• Offer to policy arena to support development of NECP (with view of
the 1.5°C goal!)
• Information base / handbook for administration and civil society
• includes > 300 references (available as database)

• Start for more comprehensive analysis in accordance with UN SDGs in
UniNEtZ project
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How did the Ref-NECP come about?
• Insufficient AT NECP draft of Dec 2018 (does not achieve required goals)
• Initiative scientific reference plan in April 2019 by:
•
•
•
•

Gottfried Kirchengast (Uni Graz, ÖÄW) – member of National Climate Committee
Helga Kromp-Kolb (BOKU)
Karl Steininger (Uni Graz)
Sigrid Stagl (WU Vienna)

• Team supported by
• Mathias Kirchner (BOKU) – scientific coordination
• Christoph Ambach (WU), Julia Grohs (WU), Andrea Gutsohn (BOKU), Jonas Peisker (WU),
Birte Strunk (WU) – student researchers
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How did the Ref-NECP come about?
• More than 70 (!) climate and transformation experts, as well as
experts working in government agencies and CSOs
• Contributions:
• texts
• comments / reviews
• bilateral talks
• workshops
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Austrian Climate Target Path for 2030 and 2050

(1) Context: the EU on the way to climate neutrality by 2050
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Austrian Climate Target Path for 2030 and 2050
(2) Austrias Path to climate neutrality by 2045
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Nine framework measures and objectives
• Tax reform for climate justice
• Highly efficient energy services
• Transition to a circular economy
• Digitisation to promote climate objectives
• Planning focussing on climate protection
• Adequate expansion of renewable energies
• Nature-compatible carbon storage
• Groundbreaking climate goal orientation
on the Paris Agreement
• Education and Research
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Nine framework measures and objectives
• Tax reform for climate justice: Economically, socially and environmentally just tax
reform (CO2 price, reduction of fossil subsidies, incentives for low-carbon
innovations) at the same time relief for low-income households (and non-wage
labour costs).
• Highly efficient energy services: tight technology links across all sector
boundaries (energy & industry, transport, buildings, agriculture & forestry, etc.)
and for all consumer needs, so that primary energy needs are significantly
reduced and met from renewable sources.
• Transition to a circular economy: as an overarching economic policy focus in
order to reduce primary material and energy inputs profoundly and permanently,
to increase the service life of material goods and to minimise waste quantities.
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Nine framework measures and objectives
• Digitisation to promote climate objectives: targeted use of digitisation
("Industry 4.0") to promote sustainable ways of living and producting
("Environmental Protection EcoCare 4.0"), so that resource
requirements are reduced permanently.
• Planning focussing on climate protection: energy and mobility spatial
planning, with a focus on urban and regional core areas (mixture of
functions, moderate density and internal development).
• Systems-oriented expansion of renewable energies based on energy
services: for electricity and district heat/cooling from renewable energy
sources (solar, wind, hydro and biomass), as well as energy, anergy and
information networks and storage facilities.
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Nine framework measures and objectives
• Nature-compatible carbon storage: biologically regenerative agriculture and
forestry builds carbon storage (soils: humus structure, wood biomass: energy
forestry): expansion of annual storage capacity by approx. 0.3 Mt CO2 / year
from 2020 up to a capacity of approx. 7.5 Mt CO2 / year from 2045).
• Groundbreaking Paris climate goal orientation: Support for the non-partisan,
international Paris climate goal movement from civil society, institutional and
policy-making actors.
• Education & Research: Anchoring the topic of climate change and
transformation as an essential part of all education and training paths, from
primary schools to universities. Fundamental reorientation of school
education towards motivation-based, individual-promoting, creativitypromoting, problem- and project-oriented and interdisciplinary teaching and
learning.
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Sector specific bundles of measures
• Energy & Industry: Increasing energy efficiency, expansion of renewable energy;
investments in decentralised, intelligent power grids, storage facilities and in
industry a focus on recycling management and efficient cross-sector solutions
("sector coupling")
• Transport: upgrading of active mobility (cycling, walking) and public transport,
introduction of Pigou tax on mobility (in addition to CO2 pricing) and/or a
reduction in maximum speed (especially on motorways as an effective and
comparatively quick measure). Expiry of fossil fuels (e.g. no new registration of
fossil-fuelled passenger cars including two-wheelers from 2030) and low-carbon
digitization and automation.
• Buildings: Assessment of buildings not only individually, but also in combination
in neighbourhoods; local electricity and heat networks (especially for waste
heat) and production, distribution, and storage in "energy hubs". Integrated indepth refurbishment; integration of buildings into local heating and cooling
systems (energy generation, storage, circulation, and thermal quality).
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Sector specific bundles of measures
• Agriculture and forestry: comprehensive expansion of climate-friendly
and climate-resilient farming systems, reduction of nitrogen mineral
fertilisers and livestock (due to significant reduction in meat
consumption); sustainability-oriented precision agriculture; development
of soil humus and wood biomass for carbon storage and bio-economy.
• Bioeconomy: Accelerated development of a circular, sustainabilityoriented (incl. socio-economic dimensions) bioeconomy, above all through
cascading use (timber construction, replacement of fossil raw materials in
production).
• Material flow and waste management: further expansion of the focus on
material recycling and waste avoidance in the sense of circular economy
concepts (e.g. "Design for Maintenance / Re-use / Re-furbishment / Recycling / Re-selling").
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Pathways
• Accounting for values in designing institutional arrangements of
climate policy: four pathways that differ in types of innovation and
governance
• Emphasis on technical or social innovations
• Emphasis on top-down or bottom-up governance
• Analytical framework and highlighting drivers rather than
substitutes
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Pathways
Innovation
Tecnology and Market Oriented Path (Climate protection by use of technology and Technical
regulation)
Multi-Level-System Innovation (Technical innovation from below)
Technical

Bottom-up

Socio-ecological Transformation (Climate protection and fairness through regulation)

Top-down

Social

Up-Scaling Social Innovationen (Climate protection through an innovation society and Social
economy)

Steuerung
Top-down

Bottom-up

Pathways are presented in following structure:
• Driver of social change
• Consumption and lifestyle
• Energy and industry
• Infrastructure, mobility and housing
• Agriculture, forestry and food
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Vision 2050
• Social tipping points
• Change continues
• Necessity to reduce climate gases changed everything:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy system
Production and waste system
Mobility system
Buildings, cities and housing
Agriculture and forestry
Economy system
Financial system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work
Food
Health system
Education system
Science and research
Democracy
Habits and practices

 Human flourishing within biophysical boundaries
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You can download
the full Ref-NECP report here and
the executive summary here.
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